
Panorama Ski Tour, Feb. 8 – 13, 2015

Tour Hosts:
Shirley Powell

Joyce Hendrickson
Ursula Maydell

What an amazing trip! 54 participants (49 on the bus) and no one got hurt. Springtime 
temperatures in February with corn-snow - no one got frostbite.

On departure at the Mill Creek Golf Course - no springtime temperatures there - the bus 
was ½ hour late for which one of the skiers was very grateful and was applauded by the 
other 48 on the bus.

Shortly after our first stop at Red Deer the bus door opened slightly and whistled us to 
our lunch stop at Canmore. In Banff we transferred to a new bus. The total delay was 
only 1 hour.
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Using Express Check-In forms – one for each condo – only the tour hosts had to get off 
the bus and meet the Panorama staff at the check-in building. All but 3 condo units, 
which were in the Ski Tip Lodge, were located in the Tamarac building – right next to the 
Panorama Base Center.

As we arrived one of our self-driving members had heard that no bar service was planned 
for the Sunday Welcome Reception and had talked to the bar tender. A potential disaster 
averted! Shirley with the help of the bar tender also fixed that omission for the 
Wednesday Dinner right away.

The Reception plus our bar liquids was a fun affair. We truly are one great, big, happy 
family. Two friendly and helpful Mountain Friends had greeted us on arrival and came to  
our reception.

During the next four ski days we saw some new snow, some ice, some corn-snow, some 
hard-packed, some beautifully groomed runs, some slush and a skier with a parachute. 

Two of our observant skiers saw a pink bandana under the lift as they were riding up. So 
they swooshed down the moguls under the top lift and found the pink thing. But, lo and 
behold, it was not the bandana, they thought one of our other skiers had lost, it was a pink 
panty. This pink object was flung into the trees with lots of laughter.
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Many of our skiers enjoyed the 10:00 a.m. and 1:15 p.m. tours with the friendly and 
informative Mountain Friends.

At the Wednesday Dinner all 7 of our skiers 75 years and over posed for a photo to great 
applause. What wonderful models to emulate. Here at Panorama they skied free. No one 
wanted to leave the friendly atmosphere after the dinner.
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Our trip home - bus loading at 8:00 - was gratefully non-eventful. The bus driver had 
suggested a coffee stop at the Radium Market Place and many enjoyed the delicious 
baking there, as well as, the little museum in the information center next door.

We had lunch at Iron Mills just north of Calgary.

What a great trip and all luggage claimed by their owners!

Thank you for the wonderful opportunity to be hosts for this trip.



Shirley, Ursula, Joyce.
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